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Missouri Miner <Y~ 
urnr University of Missouri at Rolla 
~ Thursday, February 24, 1977 
UMRtoHO$t 
High Schoolers 
BY JIM ALLEN 
More than 9()0 little people 
will descend on the campus of 
the University of Missouri-Rolla 
Friday and Saturday, Feb. 25-
26 .. On those two days about 500 
Missouri Boy Scouts will be 
attending the Third Annual 
Merit Badge University and an 
additional 450 area students will 
be attending the Fourteenth 
Annual Junior High Band 
Clinic. But, that is not all, for the 
following weekend another 1000 
high school students will be on 
campus again to participate in 
the Eighth Annual Foreign 
Language Fair. 
The 500 boy scouts, will be 
attending the Merit Badge 
University (MBV) in an effort 
to complete anyone of 25 
5cience and engineering 
)riented merit badges. The 
young scouts complete all 
preliminary requirements for 
the merit badges beforehand. 
With the help of the UMR 
faculty and, equipment, they 
complete the remaining 
requirements here on campus. 
Then, on March 4, another 
1000 high school students will 
descend upon UMR to attend 
the Foreign Language Fair. The 
students, coached by their 
foreign language teachers, will 
sing songs, perform short skits, 
give readings and recite poetry 
in French, German, Latin, 
Russian, and Spanish. When not 
performing, the students will be 
given opportunity to watch 
other performances and 
compare accents. 
The foreign language fair will 
be sponsored by the University 
of Missouri-Rolla Humanities 
Department. Dr. Gerald Cohon, 
the assistant professor of 
Russian and German, is the 
director. 
The MBU is sponsored by 
Beta Chi Sigma, a unique 
fraternity consisting of UMR 
students who, as boy scouts, 
belong to the Boy Scouts of 
America Order of the Arrow. 
Along with the boy scouts, 
come about 450 area Junior 
High Band Students to attend a 
band clinic. The students will 
be given instructions in the 
fundamentals of playing in a 
band as well as the experience 
of working with a guest con-
ductor. A new addition to the 
clinic will be a session on the 
repair of woodwind and brass 
instruments for the area band 
directors. 
The band clinic will be 
sponsored by two honorary 
band fraternities, Kappa Kappa 
Psi and Tau Beta Sigma. The 
director of the clinic will be Dr. 
David Oakley, the associate 
professor of music and the 
director of the UMR and ROTC 
bands. 
Ichord on Engineering 
BY KATIE KUNKEL 
Congressman Richard Ichord 
opened Engineers ' Week on an 
optimistic note last Tuesday as 
he spoke of engineers as being 
the answer to our "future" 
problems: Wearing a Sl. Pat"s 
button, he declared that the only 
solution to technological 
problems is technology itself. 
Speaking on Engineers Week 
Iheme, "The Key to the Future 
- Engineering," Rep. Ichord 
saluted the future engineers 
with the hope that their future 
"would be as bright as the role 
played by engineers in building 
"ur country in the past. It must 
be as bright if we are to over-
come t he challenges of 
tomorrow," he said. 
The congressman said that 
technology today is under at-
I ack because some people fail to 
understand the link between 
progress in technology and the 
overall welfare of the nation. 
"Sometimes such people want 
to turn away from progress or 
lurn back the clock," he said. 
"The solution for problems of 
lechnology is not to turn away 
from technology, but to develop 
better technology." 
He urged the future engineers 
I a take part in the political 
process. "It is our na tional 
misfurtune when political 
decisions are made without an 
engineering point of view," he 
said. "Engineering societies 
are coming to realize they can 
plan an important and vital role 
in informing legislators on 
complicated technological 
prublems. 
"We in Congress need you and 
your knuwledge and welcome 
you to the political process. We 
ask you to help us plan the 
future - a future that you as 
engineers must eventually 
build," he concluded . . . 
Congressman Ichord spoke 
further about the important 
matter of conservation. "I know 
of no technological innovation 
in general use which isn' t used 
for conservation." Further, 
Congressman !chord stated that 
all fut ure products and services 
lIlUSt be utilized to conserve as 
many resources as possible. 
Engineers, he said, hold the 
answers. 
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Late i~r class? This is the car for you ... a Buick Turbo-charged Indy Pace car which was 
displayed last week on the quad. ( Photo by H. Burford) 
50 Year Old Miner Band • • • • 
BY ED LATIMER 
Although the UMR band was 
not the first musical group on 
campus, it was the first official 
and sustained program. The 
band was organized and 
directed by John W. Scott, Rolla 
businessman, until shortly 
before his death in 1950. 
Two UMR professors emeriti, 
Vern Kilpatrick and William 
Jensen, played in the early~ay 
bands. Both were faculty 
members but, says Jensen, 
"The bands were so small that 
they filled in with anyone who 
could play an instrument." The 
first band had 22· members. 
The musical group operated 
But , while Congressman 
Ichord praised the profession, 
he alsu warned against the 
dangers uf scientific personnel 
becoming isolated from the 
general public. Scientists too 
often become technocrats, he 
said, isolated from the govern-
ment. 
After the Congressman 's 
speech , there was a question 
and answer session. The most 
controversial issue, of course, 
was the Meramec Dam, of 
which Congressman Ichord is 
I he last major proponent. The 
majority of the audience 
seemed opposed to the dam and 
vigorously questioned 
Congressman Ichord on his 
opinion. The Congressman was 
also quest ioned on defense 
matlers. 
Although the audience was 
small , Congressman Ichord 
answered many intelligent 
questions. Hopefully, a bigger 
crowd for UMR's next 
distinguished speaker will 
make this campus a regular 
stop of the lecture circuit. 
on a shoestring budget. Scott 
never accepted any com-
pensation for himself. When 
there was money available, it 
was used for stipends for 
students in the band and Scott 
himself often provided in-
struments and music. This 
music has now been donated to 
UMR by his grandson, John M. 
Morris Jr. 
Beginning in 1930, the band 
was co-sponsored by MSM and 
the Army Reserve Officer 
Training Corps. The band 
uniform was a military uniform 
until 1958 when it was replaced 
by a school uniform in silver 
and gold, the school colors. 
In addition to playing at 
a thletic events and in concerts 
on campus, the band was a 
travelling band. Both 
Kilpatrick and Jensen 
remember givmg concerts in 
nearby communities in the 20's 
"One year we played for 
football games in three states-
Missouri , Illinois and 
Oklahoma," Kilpatrick adds. 
Another UMR faculty 
member, Dr. T.R. Beveridge, 
UMR professor of geology and 
geological engineering, recalls 
his days of playing in the band 
as an undergraduate from 1939 
to 1942. "Membership in the 
band involved compulsory 
attendance at St. Louis 
University and Washington 
University football games, but 
no transportation was fur-
nished. I hitchhiked to St. Louis 
to the Washington University 
game on Thanksgiving Day, 
1939, but was unable to get a 
ride home. My French horn and 
I spent the night in a hayloft in 
St. Louis County in sub-freezing 
weather." 
The Miner Band or volunteer 
groups often gave concerts in 
surrounding towns. It was on a 
trip to give a concert in Salem 
that Scott, then near 80, 
aggravated a cold which led to 
fatal flu. "This marked the final 
trip of Mr. Scott with the band to 
which he had devoted decades 
of his time, hundreds of dollars 
of his money, and infinite 
patience," Beveridge said. 
After Scott's death the band 
was under a series of part-time 
directors for 10 years. In the fall 
of 1960, for the first time, the 
school employed a full-time 
professional music director, 
David L. Oakley. 
The band is still a travelling 
group. In recent years they 
have performed at the New 
York World's Fair, Memphis 
Cotton Carnival, Holiday in 
Dixie Festival, Washington 
Cherry Blossom Festival, New 
Orleans Mardi Gras and at 
professional football games, 
athletic and other events 
throughout the Midwest. Dr. 
Oakley is the band director and 
Joel Kramme is assistant band 
director. 
"When John W. Scott founded 
the Miner Band 50 years ago, he 
couldn't possibly have imagined 
the scope of the band program 
of today with its many different 
groups," says Dr. Oakley. "But 
he was versatile and often used 
special instruments and effects 
in his concerts, a sort of 
forerunner of the diversified 
type of band program we have 
today. And his belief that 
making music is important as a 
cultural and recreational ac-
tivity for all students - not just 
music majors - is just as valid 
today as it was then." 
Sui/board 
Nollces 10 appear on: Ihe Bullboard sec lion should be typed and deposlled In Ihe north aoor of Ihe Miner office by 
9:00 p.m . Monday . This will assure publlcallon In Ihe nexl edilion olthe Miner. 
ST. PAT'S NON·FLOAT ENTRIES 
Non·Floai Enlries are now being accepled for lhe SI. 
Pal's Parade. Calegorles include small combos, 
clowns, short subiecls, elc. wllh Irophles and par· 
ticipation pOints awarded . For information, or to 
submil enlries, conlacl Ed Banovlc al Phi Kappa Thela 
before March 1, 1977. 
PEP BUS 
The Siudeni Council is sponsoring a free Pep bus 10 
Ihe Warrensberg Baskelball Game, Salurday, 
February 26 al 7:30 p.m . All Inleresled persons should 
sign·up al Ihe recepllonist's desk In the Old Student 
Union. Sign.ups will end Friday, February 18. Tickets to 
Ihe game are not Included. 
FOOSBALLTOURNAMENT 
. . There will be a Theta Tau Ugly Man sponsored 
Foosball lournamenl al the AEPi house, Feb. 27 . Any 
organization wishing to sponsor a team should call 
Keilh Wesselschmidt al 364·7176 . The enlry fee Is $3.00 a 
leam and the lournament slarts at 1 :00. A flrsl place 
trophy will be given and all proceeds will 10 to charity. 
SOUTH WINDS 
. . South Winds Magazine is now accepting Poetry, 
Prose, Photography (including photos of original arl 
works, songs, doggere limmericks & proverbs. Sub· 
missions may be given 10 English teachers, or to the 
smiling secretaries in the Humanilies office please 
submil a copy of Ihe original work (you keep lhe 
original). Deadline, March. 4, Greater UMR Metro. 
Literary Scoiety. 
CASH PRIZES 
.. Enter now in the Moak Papers Conlest sponsored by 
your local AS ME Chapler. These technical presen· 
lalions by undergraduales will be awarded prizes of 560 
and S40 for lsi and 2nd places. The flrsl place winner 
will represenl UMR al Ihe semifinals, which will be held 
al Ihe University of Oklahoma wilh ALL EXPENSES 
PAl D .. All inleresled sludenls should conlacl Professor 
Look in 204 ME as soon as possible, preferably by 
March lsi. 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID DEADLINE 
Any sludenl who wishes 10 be considered for 
scholarships for Ihe 1977·78 academic year musl have 
Iheir applicalions compleled and lurned inlo Ihe office 
of Siudeni Financial Aid no laler Ihan March 15. Ap-
plicalions can be secured in 106 Parker Hall. 
WANT TO START A REVOLUTION? 
Small weapons will be Ihe topiC of inleresl al lhe 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers' March 1st 
meeting . The speaker is Dr. G. Gyorog of Rock Island 
Arsenal in Illinois. Everyone is invited. The meeting 
time is 7: 00 p.m . in the Mechanical Engineering 
Auditorium , 104 ME. Memberships will be laken and 
refreshments served. 
PEACE CORPS-VISTA 
Peace Corps - Vista will be sponsoring a presen-
tation in conjunction with the interviewing schedule on 
March 1, al 7 p.m. in the Missouri room of lhe 
Universily Cenler. Presenlalions will be given by two 
graduales from UMR who have served in the Peace 
Corps. All are inviled to allend . 
CHESS 
An U N·warning : The Surgeon General Has Deler· 
mined Thai Chess Playing Is Nol Dangerous To Your 
Health . 
Chess Club meelings every Tuesday nighl from 7:30 
1010:00 in the Meramec Room of Ihe Siudeni Union. 
ALL studenls welcome ... REGARDLESS of religion, 
race, or gender. 
KME HELP SESSIONS 
Kappu Mu Epsilon, nallonal malh honor SOCiety, will 
hold help sessions for studenls needing help in malh 
courses 2 to 229. The help sessions will be held in Room 
209 M·CS building on Monday and Thursday from 6:30-
8:00. 
KME ACTIVES I I I 
Any member of KME who wishes 10 remain acllve Is 
required to asslsl alone or more help sess-Ions Ihis 
semesler. Three help sessions are required for pledges. 
Conlact Bob Schnell al 364·1490. 
NEW HOl,JRS FOR R..E.G!H.RA.R 
The Office of Ihe Director of Admissions and 
Registrar will no longer be open" on Saturday mornings 
except for certain special occaSions on campus. We will 
honor requests from prospective students who are 
unable to visil Ihe campus on weekdays by ac· 
:ommodating these individuals or groups with ap-
lOintments. 
RADIO CLU B AUCTION 
An auclion of a large number of eleclrlcal In· 
;Iruments and equipmenl will be held by Ihe Radio Club 
immediately after its next regular meeting on Tuesday, 
March 1. 
The meeling will slart al 7 :00 p.m. in room 101 EE, to 
be followed by Ihe auclion al approxlmalely 7: 30 p.m. at 
Ihe Radio Club stalion in the basement of Ihe Rolla 
Building . 
All interested persons are encouraged 10 attend . 
Any queslions , please conlact Mark Call at 341·3256 . 
UMR RACQUETBALL 
The UMR Racquelball Club will have a meeling al 
7: 30 p.m . on Wednesday, March 2 al Sigma Nu. We will 
be accepting new members so more organizations and 
individuals can be represented in the Club's singles 
tournament this semester. The tournament will start 
March 8 wilh Irophies given to at leasl 1 sl & 2nd places. 
If you are inleresled bul can nol allend Ihe meellng, call 
Sieve I=ischer al 364·9823. 
SIGMA GAMMA EPSILON 
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, Ihe earlh sciences nallonal 
honorary, is holding a meeling on Thursday, February 
241h, al 6:30 in room 206 Norwood Hall. Art Hebrank 
from Ihe Missouri Geological Survey will presenl a slide 
program on Missouri caves. Appllcallons for pledges 
will be accepled. Everyone Welcome. 
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS 
There will be a business meeling of lhe SOCiety of 
Women Engineers Tuesday, March 1, al6:15 in Ihe Civil 
Engineering Auditorium. All SWE members are urged 
to allend . 
SUB 
SU B MINI·CONCERT 
The Siudent Union Board will presenl Nolan & Kesler 
in a mini-concert to be held in St. Pat's Ballroom 
February 26, from 8 p.m. 10 10 p.m. Admission is free 
wilh valid UMR 10. 
SUB INDOOR TOURNAMENTS 
Here is something for you indoor people. Competition 
for SU B sponsored events will start soon, so sign up now 
in the New Siudeni Union Lobby from now thru March 
41h. Evenls to be held are Pinball, Badminlon, Bowling, 
and Archery. Sign up now, paly slarts March 71h. 
DISCO SEMINAR 
The Studenl Union Board will presenl a Disco Dan· 
cing Seminar Thursday March 3 and again on March 10. 
Bolh sessions will begin al 7:00 p.m. in the Meramec 
Room of Ihe Siudeni Union. 
SUB OUTDOOR REC WEEK 
If you have ever wanled to do something new wilh 
your free time, or would like to ioin an ouldoor-type 
group, come on out to Centennial room in the New 
Siudeni Union and learn more aboul whal you can do. 
During Ihe week of February 28 Ihru March 41h there 
will be presenlalions given from 11 :30 10 1 :30, wllh a 
film al 7 :00 Ihal nile from Ihe group fealured Ihal Day. 
So iusl follow Ihe schedule below and come on over. 
Monday , Feb. 28 UMR Cyclers Club 
Tuesday, March 1 UMR Parachulers Club 
Wednesday, March 2 MSM Rock Climbers 
Thursday, March 3 UMR Spelunkers 
Friday, March4 UMR SCUBA Club 
In school pool al 3 :00 
Bring swimming suil 
Gel 10 know Ihese people and lei lhem show you how 
to gel in on Ihe fun . 
!he Siudent Union Board will presenl a coffeehouse 
fealuring Nolan & Kesler in SI. Pal's Ballroom, 8·10, 
Salurday, Feb. 26. 
Interitn-Chancellor is Guest 
at "Open Meeting" 
University of Missouri Interim 
President James C. Olson and 
Dr. Jim C. Pogue, interim 
chancellor at UM-Rolla , will be 
guests on "Open Meeting" at 




V 1ST A is now establishing programs throughout the 
MidWest - programs calling for your background. 
Specific assignments are available. 
VISTA Recruiter will be on campus: 
March 1-Missouri Room, 7 p.m. 
March 2-University Center Lobby 
March 3-Placement Office 
Seniors: Signups and Information packets available 
at Placement Office. 
30-minute program can be 
heard on the University 's FM 
stations: KBIA, 91.3 in 
Columbia; KCUR , 89 .3 in 
Kansas City; KUMR, 88.5 in 
Rolla; and KWMU, 90.7 in Sl. 
Louis . 
Olson, interim president since 
June, and Pogue are expected 
10 discuss current issues and 
activities of the University. 
This month 's program will 
originate from the Rolla 
campus. 
Listeners are invited to call in 
questions about the University. 
The number to call is 341-4386. 
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Minor Award 
of the Week 
We, of the MINER staff, feel that a big hand is in order for 
an old, and most respected gentleman, George Washington. 
This great man, noted for his leadership and fomuling 
abilities, has been cited for the Minor Award of the Week. 
Although the list of candidates was long and the decision 
difficult, it was our opinion that this prominent creature of 
God be given great thanks for giving the UMR Student 
Council an excuse to let us, the Students, have a 3-day 
weekend. Careful with that axe, Eugene! 
Bill Supports E.I.T. 
By DENNIS EMILY 
There is a Bill in the Missouri 
Legislature which would allow 
students to complete his first 
requirement toward 
registration as a professional 
engineer . Students in ac-
credited engineering curricula 
during their last year of college 
would be able to pake Part I of 
the Fundamentals of 
Engineering Exam (E.I.T.). 
Missouri has always been a 
leader in encouraging 
registration of its students. 
Some companies, and possible 
many more companies in the 
future , may acquire passage of 
the E.I.T. exam as a 
requirement for employment. 
This bill has the support of the 
Missouri Society of Professional 
Engineers , the Consulting 
Engineers Council of Missouri , 
and the Deans of the Schools of 
Engineering on the Missouri 
campuses. 
In order to insure passage of 
this bill we ask that you write 
letters to your state senator and 
representative explaining your 




MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
8: 00 a.m.-ll: 30 a.m. 
11:30 a .m .-1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.-3: 30 p.m . 
3: 30 p.m.-7: 30 p.m . 
Free play for all students 
All Facilities reserved fo' 
faculty fitness program. 
Free Play for all students 
Gym floor reserved fO I 
varsity basketball practice 
1:30 p.m.-9:4S p.m. Intramural sports and free 
play for a II students 
6:30 p.m.-9 : 30 p.m . 
1: 00 p.m .-8: 00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.-S:OO p.m. 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
Faculty family night. AI" 
facilities closed to students 
SATURDAY 
Free play for all student! 
excpet during varsit~ 
basketball _games. (Gym 
closes at 3t 30 and other 
facilities at 5: 00 prior to a 
varsity basketball game. 
SUNDAY 
Free play for all students. 
( Equipment room opens at 
9:00 a.m.l 
Thursday, February 24, 1977 
Mr. Kilpatrick iHustrates use of a precIsion drill 
press he built himself. He is now 90 years old, retired 
20 years ago, and still frequents the ME Dept. daily. 




On Tuesday , February 22, the 
Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty and Staff held a sur-
prise party for Mr. Vernon A. 
Kilpatrick in the Centennial 
Ballroom to celebrate his 90th 
birthday. 
"Kil ", as everyone af-
fectionately calls him , retired 
from the Missouri School of 
Mines at the mandatory age of 
70 in 1957. But due to his 
boundless interest in his work , 
the expert machinist still comes 
every day to work in the 
machine shop. Here he makes 
parts for the university and 
helps other machinists and 
students. 
Kil came to the MSM campus 
51 years ago with a Bachelors of 
Science Detgree in Mechanical 
Engineering. In his 31 years as 
a faculty member, he taught 
almost everything in the ME 
Department, but m'ainly 
machine design and shop 
courses. 
During his long tenure at the 
university , Kil has acquired a 
good personal and professional 
reputation. He is always jolly or 
joking around, and loves to talk 
10 anyone, especially young 
people. This congenial per-
sonality has made him very 
popular. He is also recognized 
as one of the best tool, gauge, and 
instrument makers around. 
Because of this uncanny skill, 
VIc Donnell Douglas and UMR 
1ave awarded him the position 
)f lifetime consultant, and he 
las merited a place in "Who's 
IYho in Engineering". 
Lecture on 
Russian University 
"The Biggest and the Best: 
Moscow State University ," is 
Ihe subject of a humanities 
lecture to be presented at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla at 
7 p.m. Friday, Feb. 11 , in the 
Mechanical Engineering 
Auditorium. The public is in-
vited to attend and there is no 
admission charge. 
Speaker is Dr. Leo Hecht, 
professor of Russian and 
chairman of the department of 
foreign languages and 
literatures at George Mason 
University, the State University 
"f Northern Virginia, on the 
outskirts of Washington, D.C. 
His lecture is concerned with 
the organiza tiona I structure 
and t he political undercurrents 
of "the most important in-
stitution of higher learning in 
the USSR." 
Dr. Hecht was born in Vienna, 
Austria. He attended a number 
<o f European secondary schools 
and univers ities and spent a 
considerable amount of time in 
more than 20 different countries 
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Crack-down 
on V.A. Funds 
Vet erans going to school 
under the GI Bill could wind up 
in debl to t he Federal govern-
nent if t hey drop courses or 
-ecei ve non -puniti ve grades 
mder certain circumstances , 
he Veterans Administration 
:autioned today _ 
V A officia ls explained that a 
'ecent Congressional amend-
nent to the G I Bill requires the 
Igency to ret roaclively cancel 
Issistance payments for a 
:oursedropped without a grade. 
rhis applies also in cases when 
3 course is completed by the 
grade assigned is , in effect, 
ignored by t he school for 
graduation requirements. 
The new regulations do not 
apply when the situation was 
caused by circumstances 
beyond the student's control , 
VA said. 
The new law provides that VA 
may not . pay educationa l 
benefits for any part of a courSE: 
which is not used in computing 
graduation requirements , VA 
IIfficials explained. 
This means, they said, that 
many students will find 
themselves overpaid under the 
GI Bill for courses from which 
they withdraw and for courses 
in which t he assigned grade is 
not used in computing the 
requirements for graduation. 
Payments for such a course 
must be stopped as of the first 
day of the school term , or 
December I, 1976, whichever 
date is later , they said . 
For example, if a student 
withdraws from a course on 
April 1, under the conditions 
outlined , VA payments will , in 
effect , be terminated 
retroactively to the beginning of 
Ihe term. 
In ths pas I , GI Bill payments 
would have been continued up to 
the date of withdrawal but the 
new law prohibits this. 
VA urged students enrolled 
under the GI Bill not to drop a 
course or request a non-punitive 
grade until they have contacted 
their school's veterans affairs 
"ffice and understand what 
effect the withdrawal from the 
course or grade may have on 
their monthly VA checks. 
The agency also recom-
mended that both students and 
school officials provide a brief 
statemenl concerning cir· 
cumstances of the withdrawal 
or grade assignment when 
reporting it to the VA. 
VA will then determine thE 
etTect of the circumstances on 
the withdrawal or more 
punitive grade and notify the 
student of the action taken to 






The Student Council and 
Alpha Phi Omega would like to 
thank the student body for their 
support of the U.M.R. Blood 
drive last week. We received a 
lotal of 462 units of acceptable 
blood, with the tota l number of 
people donating at 507. It was 
unfortunate that the lines were 
so long and we greatly ap-
preciate the people that went 
through the trouble of waiting. 
We will try our best at the next 
Blood drive, to make the lines 
move a little faster. 
We would like to express our 
congradulations to the following 
people who received their one 
gallon donor's pin. Jim Wills , 
Philippe Chicoineau , Jeanne 
Achelpohl, Scott Newby, Paul 
Fellin, Marry Ellen Zerr, 
German Stephins, Jack San-
ford , Dave Tordoff, Raymond 
Hinton , Robert Stovall, Donald 
Brown, Thomas Roth, Robert 
Boreherding, William Miehe, 
John Branum Jr., Bill Nichols, 
Mark Stochl , Roy Wingfield , 
Ted Kelly, and a special honor 
to Chuck Brennenstuhl who 
received his two gallon donor's 
pin. 
Mine, News 
Ihroughout Europe. He worked 
for the U.S. government in a 
number of foreign locations, 
primarily reporting on 
sociological and cultural topics. 
The guest lecturer received 
his B.S., M.A. AND Ph.D. 
degrees from Columbia 
University. He also attended the 
University of Maryland, 
Georgetown University and the 
University of Hamburg, Ger-
many, for lengthy periods of 
time. He is member of Phi Beta 
Kappa. He has taught German 
at the University of Maryland 
and for the past five years has 
taught the Russian language, 
literat ure and cultural history 
at George Mason University. 
During his work for the U.S. 
government, more than 100 of 
his articles were printed in U.S. 
publications. More recently, he 
has published several articles in 
scholarly journals and has 
presented papers on a variety of 
subjects at academic con-
ferences. His book , "Tolstoy the 
Rebel " was .published in December and hiS second 50011: , 
"Shakespeare Through Russian 
Eyes ," is near completion. 
Dr. Hecht was one of a group 
"f American educators selected 
to participate in a Teacher 
Exchange Program with the 
Soviet Union. He spent the 
summer of 1976 living at 
Moscow State University, but 
also traveled to other cipes 
including Leningrad. During his 
stay in the USSR, he attended 
numerous university lectures, 
worked with Soviet faculty in 
small groups and visited a large 
number of Soviet cultural- and 





Last Monday, February 14, 
KMNR began a new segment of 
its programming. The program 
last night and programs that 
will be presented in the future 
are in conjunction with a new 
FCC ruling. It is stated that a 
radio station of KMNR's size 
must dedicate air time to public 
service. The panel discussion on 
drug abuse in Rolla presented 
Monday was the first in a series 
of professionally produced, 
relevant topics- KMNR will 
bring to the air. 
Drug abuse is just one of the 
many topics KMNR will present 
in the coming months. Parking 
in Rolla , and a civic center are 
just two of the public problems 
I hat will be dealt with and that, 
hopefull, UMR students will be 
enlightened on. So , please, 
listen to KMNR and learn about 
your community. 
Rick Prentiss , a recent 
graduate of UMR was the 
producer of Monday 's program. 
He presented such experts in 
the field of drug abuse as 
Howard Eisberg, state coor-
dinator for NORMAL. William 
Tavlor . executive director of 
the Drug & Substance Abuse 
Center , and Detective Cecil 
Sandifer of the Rolla police 
force. Mr. Prentiss Pout many 
long h01:lrs into coordinating this 
program and it is hoped 'that 





The UMR computer 
programming team recently 
took third prize in the first 
ACM-UTE National 
Programming Contest held in 
Atlanta , Georgia . Members of 
the team from UMR were; Sam 
Bruener, Steve Guntly, Dennis 
Keats, Mark Mueller and Pat, 
Mark 's wife, who went as a 
substitute. All of the members 
of the team are Computer 
Science majors except Dennis, 
whose major is in EE. 
This, being the first national 
contest , there were naturally 
some unforseen complications . 
Several of them were that there 
was sixteen teams and only 
twelve keypunches , and the fact 
that several of the programs 
delegated were unsolved. 
The contestant's programs 
were run on a CDC Cyber 7000 
series computer. The top four 
teams were : First-Michigan 
State, Second-Purdue, Third-
UMR and Fourth-Georgia Tech. 
Of the top four teams, all 
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Backbone of Campus 
Administration 
Hook Auto Supply 
Big Discounts 
Auto P.arts-Acccessories-Speed Equipment 
513 Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-5252 
******************************  Free Lessons Daily  
Never let it be said that the 
UMR administration isn't run in 
the democratic way. Every 
council and committee consists 
of students and faculty mem-
bers to help provide a com-
petent campus administration. 
Miner 
ACADEMIC Council: 
The Academic Council con-
sists of faculty representatives 
from each Departmen t, the 
Chancellor, Dean of Faculties, 
Dean of the Graduate School, 
Dean of Engineering, Dean of 
Mines and Metallurgy, Dean of 
Arts and Sciences, Dean of 
Extension, Computer Center 
Director (non-voting), the 
Registrar (non-voting'), 
Business Office (non-voting), 
Librarian (non-voting), and five 
students. 
The Academic Council is the 
legislative and policy-making 
body of the General Faculty. It 
carries out the functions and 
responsibilities assigned to it by 
the General Faculty and shall 
consider all matters referred to 
it by the Board of Curators, the 
President of the University, the 
Chancellor, and individual 
faculty members. The 
Academic Council, acting in 
accordance with the Rules and 
Regulations of the Board of 
Curators and the General 
Faculty , formulates, recom-
mends, and assists in the im-
plementation of policies cort-
cerning the eduational and 
research operations of the 
Campus and other matter 
affecting the welfare of the 
Campus, the faculty , and the 
students. Interview. 
Faculties Committee: 
This committee consists of 
three faculty members from the 
Academic Council, and one 
from each School and College, 
on'e administrator, one 
graduate student, and two 
students. t studies and makes 
recommendations to the 
Academic Council concerning 
policies and priorities for 
physical facilities, including 
buildings, equipment, and lane 
acauisition and use. Appoint 
Student Scholastic Appeals 
Commi ttee: 
Thiscommilteeconsists of five 
faculty members and two 
students. It establishes 
procedures for individual 
student scholastic appeals. It 
rules on all individual cases of 
appeal relating to student 
scholastic performance, such as 
graduation with honors, 
probation, and dropping from 
school. readmission after being 
dropped for scholastic reasons, 
scholastic deficiencies and 
evaluation of credit, etc. This 
committee reports to the 
Academic Council. Interview. 
Computer Committee: 
This committee consists of 
one member from each 
department desiring 
representation, the Business 
Officer and Director of the 
Computer Center (ex-officio 
members), one graduate 
student, and one student. The 
committee assists the Director 
of the Computer Center in the 
formulation and im-
plementation of policies 
regarding computer activities 
on the Campus. These policies 
are coordinated with University 
requirements concerning the 
procurement and use of com-
puter facilities on campus. 
Appoint. 
Student Awards and Financial 
Ai{}s Committee: 
This committee consists of 
five faculty members and 2 
students . It recommends 
policies regarding the ad -
ministration of undergraduate 
student awards and financial 
aids, including loans and 
scholarships, consistent with 
the specifications of the 
respective donors and grants. It 
is the duty of this committee to 
consider and rule on appeals 
that may be submitted by 
students regarding awards and 
financial aids. Interview. 
Student Affairs Committee: 
This committee consists of 
three members from the 
Academic Council (one 
student), one administrative 
member (non-voting), and five 
students. It makes recom-
mendations to the Academic 
Council regarding relationships 
between students and UMR, 
such as student-teacher 
relationships, student-admi-
nistrative realtionships, 
scheduling of classes and 
examinations, budgeting and 
distribution of funds paid by 
students housing, health, and 
services for students, 
University counseling services, 
departmental advisement 
practices, operations of Student 
Union, student publications, 
civil rights of students, etc. 
Interview. 
* Mon. -Sal. * * 10:00 a . m. to 5:30 p.m . * 
~ Calico Corner Ceramics : 
* 7th & Rolla 341-2442 * 
****************************** 
Sandwich Gallery 
805 N. Rolla St. . 
(next door to the Ritz Theatre) 
341-3161 
FEATURING 
2 Ft. Hoagies, It. Beef, 
It. Sausage, Steak Sandwiches 
& Hot Dogs. We Also Make 
Food For Parties! 
Open F"i. ~? Sat. Nites Till 10:30 
" ' 
"' ~ , , , 
< "' <, ' 
"';;,,.., '.:'" > 
:.:,~ ,'~ii'<"'" ;'" , 
NAVY NUCLEAR PROPULSION. 
THE FASTEST WAY UP IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. 
If you want to get into nuclear 
engineering, start by getting into 
the Nuclear Navy. 
The Navy operates more than 
half the reactors in America. So 
our nuclear training is the most 
comprehensive you can get. You 
start by earning your commission 
as a Navy Officer. Then we give 
you a year of advanced nuclear 
technology, training that would 
cost you thousands if you could 
get it in graduate school. During 
your career, you'll get practical, 
hands-on experience with our 
nuclear powered fleet. Maybe 
you'll work on a nuclear subma~ 
rine, maybe a nuclear cruiser. But 
wherever you work, you'll really 
get to prove your worth-as a 
young Nuclear Propulsion Officer 
entrusted with the most advanced 
NAVY OFFICER. 
technical equipment known to man. 
If that sounds like the kind of 
responsibility you're looking for , 
speak to your Navy recruiter. He 
can tell you if you q1 alify as a 
Nuclear Propulsion Officer 
Candidate. Or call toll free 800-841-
8000. (In GeorgilC., 800-342-5855.) 
Navy Nuclear Propulsion 
Officer. Some men wait for the 
future. He lives it DOW. 




The following poem was found So he studied doggedly, night 
in a February issue of the 1954 and day. 
Miner. This sucker chose the honest 
way, 
A fiece wind howled and raged 
about 
The day Fickle Fate faked 
Fratrat out. 
Twas dark and wild, Frank left 
the dorm 
All bundled up, he braved the 
storm. 
"This is the worst to , say the 
least. 
Tis no fit day for man nor 
beast." 
Said he, " I fear I will get lost. 
Oh dig this crazy holocaust. " 
All night he 'd strained o'er 
notes and book 
No copy had he of the final, poor 
schnook . 
To pass he needs to make an E, 
But he was not too slick, you 
see, 
ED 
Oh , the snow lay heavy o'er the 
town, 
And a mighty wind bent poor 
Frank down . 
It knocked him one way and the 
other , 
It really was a nasty mother, 
Poor Frank staggered through 
the storm, 
His cashmere coat scarce kept 
him warm. 
When finally he arrived and sat, 
A glacier was formed on his hat. 
The professor passed the finals 
around 
They were two feet thick and 
weight!d a pound . 
But Frank was sure this test 
he'd cool 
He knew each fact and every 
rule. 
"I'll have no cheating," the 
professor said. 
" If you dare talk, I'll knock you 
dead." 
MISSOURI MINER 
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Eric Chaet, Poet, Performs 
"I've got fleas where I can't 
reach them" sung Eric Chaet in 
Ihe Mark Twain Room of the 
New Student Union on February 
22. He sang and recited his 
works to a near capacity crowd. 
He has been writing poetry 
for ten years and songs for six to 
seven years. The guitar he used 
in his performance was a 
German one, called an Arion . 
He received this guitar on a ten 
year loan basis from a friend in 
Kansas City, who heard that 
Eric's had been stolen. 
"To write poetry, I first: 
chase everyone away, get 
bored, not do anything, wait for 
something to happen, then I 
write it up and hope for 
something good, but usually end 
up throwing it away. " 
In talking to Eric, I ex-
perienced an openness, honesty 
and complete awareness of life 
that you very rarely find. In his 
poetry you could sense the 
willingness he shares his ex-
periences and feelings with you 
the reader. 
His goal in being a writer is, 
ED 
By KAREN DOWNER 
And when the test was under 
way 
A friend in softest tones did say, 
"Oh, I say, Frank, you are 
unzipped. " 
A great embarrassment poor 
Frank gripped. 
He clutched. "This can 't be 
true," said he, 
"How humiliating, oh woe is 
me," 
The professor leaped toward 
Fratrat 's seat. 
" I heard you speak, you little 
cheat. 
I'll have no cheating on my 
test. " 
Despair lay hard in poor 
Frank's breast. 
"Hand in your paper, wretch 
iIlstarred, 
The Dean will punch your T,S. 
card," 
And thus the fickle finger of fate 
Pointed at Frank , he got the 
gate. 
The moral of the story is 
Never think you've cooled a 
quiz, 
ED 
as Eric put it, "to reach people 
who are trying to 
make up their minds, I want 
I hem 10 see tha t love is not 
crazy, it's normal behavior that 
is crazy." 
An overwelling tone of Eric's 
work is the constant theme of a 
lost or strayed love. This can be 
evidenced in the following quote 
from the last song he per-
formed, "I've got love in my 
heart and its reaching out to 
you, and if you don't know how 
to take it , then someone else 
will , and if lhat someone else 
doen 'l , then thai 's ok, cause· 
I his love inside of me will carry 
TIDE 
By LINDA MARIE PONZER 
me through. " 
Eric read pieces from his 
books ; Old Buzzard-No Man's 
Land, off of Coach House Press 
and Counter Attack, soon to be 
released off of Golden Press, He 
also has a book out entitled 
Unraveling Smoke, all of his 
books are available at Aquarian 
Book Store. Currently Eric 
teaches Philosopy and English 
in Escanaba Michigan at Bay 
de Noc Community College. 
r am going to let Eric 's work 
speak for itself. FollOwing is one 
of his pieces, which he 
graciously gave the Miner 
permission to publish. 
Please don't try to please me. 
I don't want to please you. 
I'm so tired of trying to please every 
body. 
I look up - they're dissatisfied again. 
Please don't try to entertain me. 
I don't want to entertain you. 
I'm so tired of performing. 
Just don't get up and go away when 
nothing's bappeniDg. 
Just don't run away. 
Something momentous will bappen 
momentarily. 
I can't describe it. 
I bave no words for it. 
I don't know wbat flavour, pitch, or 
Intensity it'll take. 
I have hopes - but I don't want to speak 
of them. 
Let's wait and talk after the tide turns. 
Pantomimist rrIJI, 
~Dan Kamin '"' 
~ to Appear 
Pantomimist Dan Kamin will 
present his show, Silent 
Comedy, live at UMR in Cen-
tennial Hall tonight, hursday, 
February 24 at 8:00 P,M, 
Mr. Kamin began performing 
at the age of 12 as a magician, 
Later, inspired by the work of 
silent screen comedians Charlie 
Chaplin and Buster Keaton, he 
began his tudy of Pantomime, 
He has created a large reper-
toire of pantomimes, ranging 
from hilarious parodies of opera 
and television commercials to 
dramatic comments on life and 
death. 
He has performed his one-
man shows throughout the 
United States, and has ap-
peared on such network 
television shows as Camera 
Three and Mister Roger's 
Neighborhood, In 1972, he made 
his own T,V, special, The Silent 
Art, produced in Pittsburgh by 
WQED-TV, 
Mr, Kamin performs in total 
silence, In an evening he por-
trays as many as forty different 
characters (a scene in a 
restaurant alone has thirteen), 
Pickpockets , magicians , ar-
tists , children, animals and 
inanimate objects magically 
come to life on a bare stage, 
Critics have praised Mr , 
Kamin's comic timing and 
imaginative range, His per-
formances are both en-
tertaining and thought 
provoking, 
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GROUNDWA VES 
You would think that , in a 
Ihree-day weekend, I'd manage 
to get this thing done in time, so 
! wouldn'l have to wait until the 
last minute. No ... ! think my 
Ihree-day weekend became a 
three-quarter day weekend . 
Where does the time go? 
I• . ~)I 
laining to anything in par· 
ticular. 
Thursday, February 24, 1977 
HAPPY DAYS 
"2 Bit" Sale 
Saturday & Sunday, Feb. 26 & 27 That reminds me ... time is 
running out for the KMNR 
Greaseball on the 17th day of 
March . It got moved so that we 
didn't conflict with the Theta 
Tau Casino Night. Once again, 
that's on March 17th at about 8 
p.m. , in Centennial Hall . 
Posters will be magically ap-
pearing around campus shortly, 
so keep your eyes out for the 
gory details. 
breathe funny. We tested well 
over 30 amps and receivers, 
ranging in power from 5 watts 
per channel to 200 walls per 
chann el , without a single 
casually. Jeff and Brian spent 
over twenty hours straight to 
gel the gear processed, so 
they're really burned out on the 
subject of Stereo Clinics . If you 
didn't come by , you missed 
gelling your uwn, personal copy 
of I he KMNR Record Care and 
Stereo Care articles, not to 
mention losing out on a great 
rap session on anything per-
laining 10 audio, and a great 
many other topics not per· 
For you jocks and jockelles 
(and the resl of your poor un· 
fortunales, 100) John Walker 
will be presenting another 
KMNR Sports Event on Mon-
day . The Miner's home game 
against Southwest will be 
broadcasl in part between 7:30 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. John will 
start the game off, and keep y9u 
informed :hrougout the 
evening . 
~ ~~~r;r~~~ 25¢ 
Sm.Shake 
brazier Sm. Sundae Each 
Thai reminds me of 
something else ... ! had a really 
neat KMNR programming guide 
drawn up, and then! found out 
how much it was going to cost to 
get it to all you fine folks out 
there. Back to the drawing 
board . Let's set the deadline up 
a week, shall we? Thai's a real 
cop-<'ut, but who cares. The 
abbreviated version of our 
Programming Guide should be 
out this week, and available in 
Ihe Student Union and other 
places. 
The KMNR Stereo Clinic was 
a compleat (sic) success. Don't 
say that 10 any of the engineers 
around her , they'll make ya 
KMNR Programming for Feb. 
27 to March 5 
Sunday - Cosmic Con-
nections, Leo Sayer 
Monday - Backtracks, 
Jefferson Airplane 
Tuesday - Flipped, Sea 
Level, "Sea Level", a note: 
Sea Level formed from the 
Allman Bros. 
Wednesday - Alfredo Sch-
wartz ( 2 hours) Flipped, Pink 
Floyd, George Benson, "In 
Flight" 
Thursday - Flipped, ZZ 
Top, "Tejas" 
Friday Sidetracks, 
Sol verhead, "Sixteen and 
Savaged" 
Pacifica - 10:30 a.m. daily 
Her e's my token seriOUS 
remark for Ihis week; If you 
call up a juck and don't like his 
ur her music , well·reasoned, 
logical statemens go a 101 
farlher Ihan incoherent raving 
followed by hanging up. 
And so, as t he florescent 
lights sink into the haze of 
cancer·stick fumes , as the 
speakers slowly mell into a 
amalgamation of music and 
free electrons, as the myriad 
pieces of Ko-Rec-Type flutter 
randomly aboul my upper lip 
area , as anyone reading all this 
exclaims, 'Yuk!", and throws 
my newsprinl personal into Ihe 
nearesl available receptacle ... ! 
bid you a ll farewell and 
Dominus Gumby. See ya next 
week. campers . 
The Starship Trooper 
Reg. U.S. Pat . Off., Am. D.O. Corp. (el Copyrlllht 19n Am . D.O. Corp. 
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Introspection 
Somebody Up There Likes Us-
A flash of light stabs through 
the fog from the lonely tower. 
Windswept waves roar against 
the sands of the tiny island. All 
alone in the sea; victims of the 
merciless waves washing on the 
shore . Waves are washing 
many things onto that shore. 
Washing dirt, silt, seaweed. 
Washing many things. Perhaps 
the hand of God had a part in 
washing a certain object onto 
the shores of that small island. 
Perhaps it was merely the 
fates, if such a force exists. 
Nobody will ever know, even as 
it is not really that important, is 
it? What is important is its 
purpose, its mission if you will, 
on this forsaken planet most of 
us call home. This may be in-
terpreted as an account of that 
---------------, I MINER WEEK I 
I AT CEDRICS I 
I I lOne Fish & Chips Dinner I I (Reg. $1.69) For Only I 
• n I 99C ~ v z I (With purchase of any beverage) i 
I "~n!JS~~ I 
I .e. I 
I 1020 Kingshighway Rolla, Mo. I 
I .. Offer good for one week with this coupon I 
---------------
0000000000000000000000000000000 
i MIKE CODY I 
8 Tues., March 1 and I § Wed., Maric
i 
h 2 i 
From 8:00 Ti 12:00 
No Cover Charge 
COME TO ENJOY I 
THREE HOURS OF 1 § FANTASTIC MUSIC 
Loooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
holy-unholy mission. 
The man in the lighthouse 
looked at his notes and an evil 
grin swept over his face. 
"At last I have done it!" , he 
said to himself. "At last I have 
found the formula . Nothing can 
stop me now. I will be ruler of 
the universe! All that needs to 
be done is a few minor ad-
justments and it will be 
finished. By drinking the potion 
while being bathed in the 
special radiation I discovered, I 
will become a veritable 
superman. Nothing will be able 
to stop me. I will become the 
ruler of all things and there is 
nothing anyone can do about it. 
Those fools in the prison! They 
thought they could isolate me at 
this lighthouse to keep me out of 
trouble. Well they were wrong. 
Nothing can halt the workings 
of a genius mind such as mine. 
All that I ever needed I found in 
abundance here on ' this tiny 
island. Eh, .. . what was that 
noise outside? This place should 
be deserted except for myself. 
Probably just the wind. I had 
better get to work if I am to 
finish before the next supply 
boat arrives." 
But that noise outside wasn't 
the wind. Nor was it an animal. 
KE Y-====-
SPORT 
It was, in fact, the production of 
a spore that had drifted onto the 
island from the far reaches of 
the universe. It was a terrible 
creature that the seed bore. One 
might describe it as a walking 
plant. Carnivorous , of course. It 
wouldn't be able to survive for 
too long in our planet 's hostile 
environment, but it would live 
long enough for its intended 
purpose. Long enough to 
complete its terrible deed that 
only it was capable of doing. 
It was two days later when the 
half insane scientist noticed 
what was happening on the 
island. A jungle seemed to have 
formed overnight. Unfor-
tunately for him ,the man was 
too involved in his work to 
realize the full extent of the 
danger. It wasn't too long 
before the whole island was 
encroached with the crawling, 
creeping menace. He couldn't 
ha ve left the building now if he 
had wanted to. 
When he finally saw how he 
was trapped in his tiny shelter, 
it was too late to do anything 
about it. They were already too 
strong for him. At first he tried 
to cut a path through them down 
to the water line. But this was 
s hap T", 'lASTER 'E'. 'NC. 
Racquet Ball Rackets 
Starting At $7.95 
Softball Uniforms & Equipment 
1003 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5495 
Large Selected Group Of 
Denim Jeans $1288 
& Gauchos 
All Spring & summer2 a OJ 
Hand Bags 10 off 
Large Group Of 
Sweaters 
& Blouses 
By BRIAN W. KAVANAUGH 
useless, he found. Each time he 
cut one down, another sprang 
up to take its place. He barely 
survived to make it back to the 
relative safety of the lighthouse. 
But he knew, just from being 
outside for a few minutes, that 
the lighthouse wouldn't hold the 
back for very long. Soon they 
would be so thick that their very 
bulk would crush the walls to 
the lighthouse and kill him. He 
reasoned that his only hope lay 
in the completion of his formula 
before that happened. If he 
could complete that in time, 
'nothing could harm him. 
But could he finish it in time? 
It was race against time now. A 
creation of evil against a 
creation of good. Only time 
would tell who would come out 
the victor. It went on for 
another day; the mad scientist 
trying to complete his formula, 
the plants from another world 
trying to bring him his just 
reward: Death. 
Finally, the madman was on 
the verge of completion when 
the walls began to crack around 
him. The plants were almost 
through! In a few more 
moments the plants would 
crush the walls and kill him. He 
could not wait any longer. He 
hastily added the last portion of 
his formula , the catalyst, and 
swallowed it while standing 
under his special radiation. Ah, 
he could feel it working inside 
him. Churnlng and growing 
within his body ... No! Wait! This 
wasn 't how it was supposed to 
be! Something was wrong. He 
had made a mistake. A fatal 
mistake. As the agony over-
came him and he succumbed to 
the gut wrenching pain, he 
looked at his table in despair. 
He looked at the bottle 
marked ... Cyanide. 
Days later when the supply 
patrol boat came with his 
supplies, its crew was met with 
a sight that surprised them. The 
island was different today - it 
was deserted. Nowhere could 
they find a trace of the keeper of 
the lighthouse. Usually he was 
down at the water's edge 
eagerly awaiting any contact 
with fellow human beings. 
Sometimes even approaching 
on the fanatical when it con-
cerned the company of others. 
They could only assume that he 
had drowned himself out of 
desperation and madness. 
Except for this one little detail. 
The door to the lighthouse was 
broken down and a trail of green 
slime led from it to an empty 
work table in front of which was 
another, larger mass of the 
green stuff. 
The captain of the ship wrote 
out his report and prepared to 
leave. As the boat was pulling 
away from the island, he 
thought he saw a streak of light 
tear away from the island. No, 
he thought to himself, the sun 
must be playing tricks on me. 
A bit of a formula plot? Seen it 
in a hundred grade-B Science 
_ Fiction movies? Probably so. 
Admittedly, it is not a literary 
masterpiece. But does it make 
you think? Does it make you 
wonder? Does it make you 
introspect? Is there a deity that 
doth watch o'er our heads? We 
know not. Don 't we? 
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Classified Ads 
This column is devoted to students and other people, 
enabling each and overgone to buy, sell, or trade 
miscellaneous paraphernalia. Ads should be submiHed by 
Monday 'evening at the Miner office for publication that 
week. 
FOR SALE - 1973 Mazda pickup. WhIte camper top and spoke 
whells. 1600 cc 4 cyl. 4 speed. Low mileage. See at 308 w. 16th St. 
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MINER Classified Form i 
Nmne: __ ~--------------------------
Phone number: ______________________ _ 
Ad must be Umited to 30 words 
PRINT CLEARLY, exactly how It Is to appear In the paper 
issue of the MINER WANTED: 1 and-or 2 female students to help share expences of 
house with other girls. Rent $45 a month, close to campus, for Fall 















I I Weeks to be run: ___ Enclose $1.00 per week. I 
LI Deposit this ad form In the North door of MINER office, T-l. I 
Ediletters 
STATEMENTOF POLICY 
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the 
M I SSOU RIM IN E R. The ediletters section is the sanctuary of the genera I public. All 
letters submitted will, as in the past, printed in the unaltered and original form when 
space in this newspaper permits. 
Dear Mr. Zink 
I was dismayed, as perhaps 
you were, by the flood of 
responses to your cry for help 
that failed to appear in last 
week's paper. After all , utmost 
in every student's mind should 
NOT be what Auxiliary 
Enterprises can do for him (or 
her), but what he (or she) can 
do for Auxiliary Enterprises. 
The loyalty to this University, 
and consequently A.E., is 
overwhelming. Just ask the 
Alumni Office. 
Having nothing better to do 
this weekend, I, along with 
thousands of others no doubt, 
spent some hours pondering the 
plight of our dear Stud U. 
Cafeteria . Chosen as self-
appointed spokesman for the 
masses, I hereby offer the 
"intuituitively obvious solution 
to the enigma of lost coffee cups 
and dollars. 
designed to include the 
following: another eating 
establishment too small to 
serve the whole campus ; a 
"ballroom-auditorium,' with an 
inadequate stage; office space; 
a game room too small for more 
than one game ; and little or no 
study facilities, to be available 
only during daylight hours. 
(3) Hold a student referen-
dum to raise Student Unon fees 
to $45. You should get the 
necessary votes by 1986, at 
which time actual enrollment 
should be 3287 students below 
projected estimates, and an 
additonal $10 per student will be 
needed to make ends meet. 
(4) Proselytiz a few cooks 
from "Chub and Jo's." 
(5) Remove one-fifth of the 
University administrators on 
the grounds of death, inep-
titude, or both, and funnel the 
payroll savings into the pur-
chase of paper plates for the 
University Center cafeteria. 
After all , if students ' klep-
tomaniac desires are to be th-
warted by the new uglier coffee 
cups, they might start getting 
stickyfingered·with the plates. 
If all else fails, you could 
always build two yellow arches 
on top of our dear University 
Center Cafeteria ... 
UMR Alumnus; graduated 1942. 
This letter was received last 
week and was unable to be 
printed because of limilation of 
space. This in no way lessens 
the message appearing im-
mediately to the right. 
fFORliM!i' HilRsTvUNGl 
----------------------------~ 
Damn Fool's Opinion 
Does Anybody Out There Really Care? 
This column and-Qr section in 
the Missouri Miner newspaper 
is usually devoted to letters the 
editorial staff receive form the 
readers out there. In fact, that 
is the only thing that has ever 
appeared in this section to the 
best of my knowledge. At least 
as long as I have been working 
on it. However, this is not the 
case this week. This week it 
contains a letter FROM the 
editor TO the readers. The 
reason it does contain this letter 
is because there was nothing 
else to put in this section this 
week. For some reason or 
another, nobody out there saw 
fit to write a letter to the paper. 
In other words, everyone out 
there is completely happy with 
everything out there in this 
cold, cruel world. Nobody has a 
beef about anything at all . Not 
even a general comment or two 
that they would like to impart to 
the general readership. The 
subject I am talking about is 
apathy on this campus. In past 
By BRIAN W. KAVANAUGH 
years, in my opinion, it has run 
rampant, increasing very 
rapidly. This is not just student 
apathy about the cmnpus. It is 
faculty apathy also. They can 
write letters too. And it is not 
just about the campus, either. 
Surely there are other things 
going on around us in this 
country and in this world that 
are worth talking or griping 
about. Write a letter about it! 
That is why this section of the 
paper exists! It is here to give 
students, every week, the op-
portunity to talk to everyone 
who reads this paper on a fairly 
personal basis. It gives them 
their chance to tell stories, to 
write their own pseudo-
editorials. It gives them the 
chance to say anything they 
want to within reason. 
Out of five thousand plus of 
you out there, not one has 
something to say? This I 
seriously doubt. Let us hope 
that next week there will be at 
least one letter. Please? 
~. ;; FOSTER'S BAKERY 
, •• SH 
'ASTRIES 
MON. THRU FRI. 
5 A.M. TO 8 P.M. 
SAT. ONLY 
5 A.M. TO 8 P.M. 
SUN . OPEN 
5 A.M . TO 8 P.M . 
100 HWY. 63 SOUTH 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401 
PHONE 364-2210 
COMPLETE BAKING LINE 
CAKE DECORATING 
The idea struck as I was 
staring into the bottom of an 
old , chipped cup at Rayl 
Cafeteria - so well-worn in 
fact, that stains from George 
Mueller's coffee still pervaded 
the cracks. Figures like $2.38 
per cup were floating through 
my mind when the inspiration 
hit: BUY UGLIER COFFEE 
CUPS. Simple! Obviously a cup, 
fashioned after the ones at 
Rayl, would not only cost 
considerably less, but what 
sane and aesthetically-aware 
engineer would rip off one? 
Much less a set of six! 
~ .4 Long ~ 
~ °Short ~ ----COUPON---., ~ L:O~ ~;~ ~aent ~ I PAPA BURGER I 
Once I gained this amazingly 
elementary insight, light bulbs 
kept flashing. As a result, I have 
outlined below the remainder of 
my 6-point program for the 
salvation of the University, and 
Auxiliary Enterprises itself. 
(1) Continue searching for 
ways to cut corners on service 
in order to meet costs, and 
ignore any suggestions on how 
to improve service to increase 
patronage . After all , any good 
businessman knows that when 
his product serves a limited 
market , he should make his 
product worse, rather than 
attempt to gain a larger share 
of the market. 
(2) Definitely offer another 
"student service" that would 
"produce additional excess 
income." Perhaps a third 
building should be added to the 
Univel'sity Center complex, 
With Complete & F R I ES 
Control 
Mo. Hairstyling Cham pion 
1973, 1974 & 1975 at ~--~ ~ I _ ;~- J Z a..... 
By App. 341-2668 ,,~Y~U09 0 0 
<.>k6, A. C ~ ~ _ / f Tues.-Fri. 9-5:30 Sat. 8-2 "'~~: =- ~ ~ 1431 Hauck Dr. 0 0 ~tc=:::::)C tc=:::::)Ctc=:::::)Ctc=:::::)C tc=:::::)C V Z 
. I 
MATH, SCIENCE GRADS 
Challenge yourself and your background with our 
350 specific openings in nearly 60 countries. Travel 
overseas for two years and have an experience you'll 
never forget. 
Peace Corps recruiter on campus: 
March l-Missouri Room, 7 p.m. 
March 2-University Center Lobby 
March 3-Placement Office 
I I ONLY I 
I I 
I GOOD WITH THIS I THRU I 
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UMR Blood drive this past week. (Photo by H. Burford) 
Why Should You Give Blood? 
The question , "Why give 
blood" has been asked for many 
years. Many people don't or 
won't give blood due to some 
personal -reason of their own. 
While other people give blood 
because of peer pressure. Some 
gave very personal reasons for 
giving blood, as follows: 
" I give blood partially 
through Christian motives, 
partially because of the year 
protection it gives and not 
I hrough peer pressure at alL '" 
"In case someone reall.'i 
needs it. " 
"First lime I ga ve blood it 
was because a friend was 
having open heart surgery , 
now I give as often as I can to 
help those out who need blood." 
"If I give blood now, then 
when I need blood, there will be 
some for me;" 
Whether the reason you give 
blood is mentioned here or not 
there is a very positive reaso~ 
for giving blood, says the Red 
Cross. The doner and his family 
automatically has on reserve 
one pint of blood for the 
following year, for every pint 
dantated. 
Besides collecting blood, of 
which the Red Cross got a 
Learn About 
Vista 
record of four million pints last 
year , they assist in diaster 
areas, help out the unfortunate 
and train volunteers to save 
lives. The Red Cross helped 
some 27B,OOO people caught in 
31,000 diaster situations and 
spent over 35 million in thier 
efforts this past year. 
To site a few examples oi 
what the Red Cross is at least 
indirectly responsible for, take 
I he case of first grader Adam 
Gauthier, whom volunteer Lars 
Alecksen saved using the 
lifesaving techniques he 
tearned through the Red. Cross. 
Or how about when young 
(around 9 yrs old) David Nairne 
"U.S. GOVERNMENT SUR-
PLUS DIRECTORY" How and 
where to buy thousands of ar-
ticles at a fraction of original 
cost including: Jeeps, motor-
cycles, scooters, aircraft, boats, 
musical insttuments, 
calcula.tors. typewriters, 
clothing, etc . 
.. Send $1 .50 Markscolor Labs, 
Box 570, Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542. 
needed six units of type 0 
negative blood so he could 
undergo open heart surgery, the 
Red Cross came through , with 
the help of six donors. 
To say the Red Cross saves 
lives would be true, but more 
Ihan that, you and I can save 
lives by merely assisting the 
Red Cross in their efforts. 
Whether we help them finan-
cially, blood wise or through 
working as a volunteer, we can 
all help ourselves by helping 
others. . 
DEliCIOUS MEXICAN FOOD 
~tt ~~~t!.~~ 
Dining Room - Orders ,To Go - Open Daily 11 a.m. 





IF IT'S ELECTRONIC .. IT CAN BE REPAIRED 
FRANK BURGESS 
LAB T EC HNICIAN 
RANCO, INC. 
ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES 
807 ROLLA STREET 
ROI:LA, MISSOU RI 65401 




This week's poet is John Ladage Jr., a graduating senior in 
Chemistry. He started writing poetry one year ago when his, "TV 
was busted." Continuing even after it was fixed, John writes from 
hiS feelings and experiencing. His poetry "Just sorta flows out." 
This weeks slecetion, "Hold My Hand" is a love sonnet in today's 
free verse tradtion. All I can say about itis, "enjoy." 
HOLD MYHAND 
Hold my hand and walk with me 
for a little whlle. . 
In our lives 
we are as bits of dust 
drlflting in the wind 
soon to be blown apart. 
Don't ask for what can't be given 
and don't expect what can never be: 
Just enjoy my company 
whlle we are together 
and remember it fondly 
after we part. 
The readers resonse to this column is welcomed. All original 
works of poetry submitted will be printed as space permits. Any 
cornm~nts on this column would be well recieved, just drop them in 
the Miller Box, located at T-l. . 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
T~os.e br!dges, water works, or roads you've been 
desl~n.lI1g 111 your mind could become a reality. 
SpecifiC. P.e~ce Corps openings offer you challenge and 
respons!bl hty. That "castle" doesn't need to stay in 
your mll1d. 
See Peace Corps recruiter on campus: 
March 1-Missouri Room, 7 p.m. 
March 2-University Center Lobby 
March 3-Placement Office. 




r····························~ i 509' ! 
i Li q uor Store i 
! 116 W. 8th Rolla, Mo. 364-6131 ! 
• • • • i 12 Oz. 6 Pack $1 35 i 
• Colt 45 • • • • • 
12 Oz.-NR 6 Pack 
In this day when the demand 
is high for engineers, did you 
ever think that maybe money 
isn't everything? If you haven't 
given much thought to it, but 
would like to, the Peace Corps 
- Vista program soffer 
something a little different than 
a sizeable salary. What they 
offer is an opportunity to use 
your initiative, skills, in-
telligence, and practical ap-
plication of your education. Sherma~s and Imported Cigarettes 
. St. Pat's Green Pipes 
.
:. $121.:. 
, ! Old Milwau'kee ! 
Thursday, March 1, in the 
Missouri Room, there will be 
two UMR graduates, Dan 
Harris, and Robert Speck, 
giving a presentation on the 
Peace Corps and Vista 
program. Offering insight on 
valuable experience, they will 
be prepared and happy to talk 
with those people who are in-
terested or think that they may 
be interestp.cl 
Pipes $2.95 to $49.50 
All at 
Forum II Tobacco & Spirits 
1433 Hauck Dr. 
Inquire About Party Weekend Prices 
• • · . -! Red Mountain Fifth 9 '6 ¢ ! 
!California Wine ! 
• • 
: FREE PARKI NG I N REAR : 
• • • ~ ............................ ~ 
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Miner Conference Hopes 
Crushed By Lincoln 
By 
BILL FRANK 
The Miners of UMR suffered 
a disappointing defeat 
Saturday night at the hands of 
the Tigers of Lincoln Univer-
sit y, crushing any hopes the 
Miners might have had to 
repeat as MlAA champions. 
The Miners are now 6-4 in 
conference play and are two 
games behind league-leading 
Lincoln ,.a gap that is virtually 
impossible to close. Central 
Missouri State is Lincoln 's only 
competition as they are but one 
game behind with a 7-2 mark. 
The Miners are slated to play 
Central this Saturday night in a 
game that the Rolla squad 
needs to win ' to save face. 
Central is a tough opponent and 
that will be UMR's last shot at 
Central this season. The Miners 
lost 64-61 in their first meeting 
this year. 
The Tigers of Lincoln 
University took an early lead in 
Saturday night's game, 28-22. 20 
of Lincoln 's points at that time 
had been scored by their 6-2 
junior guard, Harold Robert-
son, who ended up with a season 
high 37 points to take the lead 
38-24. The half lime score was 
40-28 for the Tigers. The Miners 
managed to net only 30 per cent 
of their shots from the floor in 
the first half compared to 51 per 
cent for Lincoln. 
In the second half the Miners 
fared no better and the loss of 
Ron Scroggins for the last 12 lh 
minutes to foul trouble didn 't 
help the situation. The Miners 
put on an honorable charge and 
rallied to within 6 paints, 40-34. 
The Tigers launched another 
deluge and broke the game wide 
open with 14 minutes left to 
play. The Tigers established a 
20 pOint advantage and at one 
paint the Miners found them-
selves 29 points off the pace. 
That kind of domination lasted 
straight through to the end, and 
the Miners went down in defeat 
82-61. 
The Miners shot even worse in 
Ihe second half, totaling a 29 per 
cent of t heir shots from the 
floor. Lincoln maintained a 
respect able percentage at 45 
per cent. 
The big standout in the 
contest was, of course, Harold 
Robertson with 37 points, 24 of 
which were pumped in the first 
half. Bob Stanley led the Miners 
with 16 points and Ross Klie had 
12 on the night. Tim Abney and 
Barry Loggins also contributed 
to Lincoln's victory with 12 and 
10 pOints respectively. 
Last Monday night , Valen-
t ine's Day, the Miners defeated 
Northwest Missouri State 
University to sweep the two-
game series. Once again , the 
Miners play Central this 
Saturday night in Warrensburg 
in a big game that is important 
for the sake of league standings 
·and also pride. 














































FG FT TP 
5 0 10 
5 0 10 
5 2 12 




39 7 85 
FG FT TP 
10 6 26 
3 4 10 
6 5 17 
1 0 2 
4 0 8 
1 2 4 
o 0 0 
1 0 2 
26 17 69 
FG FT TP 
8 0 16 
1 2 4 
2 2 6 
5 2 12 
4 0 8 
1 0 2 
0 1 1 





25 11. 61 
FG FT TP 
4 2 10 
4 0 B 
3 0 6 
17 3 37 
6 0 12 
2 1 5 
2 0 4 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
38 82 
The SC(lre by periods: 
UMR 28 33-61 
LU 40 42-82 
By 
"GRANDMA" 
Good news! Remember last 
week's wish for some winning 
scores? Well, the roundballers 
came through I Last Wed-
nesday, the Miners completely 
dominated Evangel College, 
taking an early lead and 
-maintaining it until the end of 
the game . 
It WAS a bit tense during the 
last three minutes of the game, 
as the Miners fouled out down to 
three players and watched their 
eleven-point lead quickly 
shrink.. But the three "clean 
ones" - Noelker, White and 
Holt - held on agains -the five 
taller Evangel players, 
avoiding fouls and using up as 
much time as possible. A frantic 
dribbling exhibit by Noelker ate 
up nearly 30 seconds, and after 
an Evangel bucket, Holt held . 
the ball out of bounds until the 
last four second ticked off the 
clock . The Miners had squeaked 
out a home victory by one point, 
68-67. 
Though many thought the 
Evangel game was officiated 
poorly, and a total or" 55 fouls 
lends credence to this rumor, it 
was no comparison to the rugby 
game the Miners played against 
North Arkansas State Monday 
night. Wild and woolly from the 
start , the contest soon became a 
farce as the Arkansas team 
compensated for their lack of 
athletic skill by rough backyard 
basketball techniques. The gist 
of the story: Several Miners 
sustained minor injuries, and 
Ewens suffered a torn knee 
cartilage. The scorebook 
recorded the final score as 
UMR 70, N. Ark. State, 71, an 
unjust report of the fiasco. It is 
lamentable that in some places, 
women's basketball is still in 
such infantile stages as to 
border on the ridiculous; such 
displays do nothing to further 
the growth of women's sports . 
So ends 76-77 basketball for 
the UMR women. The stats tell 
the story of several heartbreak 
games: Two contests lost in 
overtime, two by one point, and 
one by two points. Though the 
Miners chalked up only three 
wins for the season, this writer 
feels the caliber of play has 
improved all year, and the team 
deserves real commendation. 
'\\ \ 
Bob St~nley banks in two points in the Miners' last home game a;ainst No;theast. 
The Miners were victorious. (Photo by Burford) 
A quick summary, so you can 
compliment these women when 
Tuesday Special 
-3 pc. ch icken -potatoes & gravy -slaw -rolls 
Only $1.49 _Reg. dinner only 
Ktatuek., 
fried Ckiekt" ~ 
Jet. 63 & 72 Rolla 364-6307 
VISTA 
is now establishing programs throughout the Midwest 
Volunteers needed:, with background in the Liberal 
Arts or Socia I Sciences. 
Specific assignemtns available VISTA recruiters 
will be on campus: 
March 1-Missouri Room, 7 p.m . 
March 2-University Center Lobby 
March 3-Placement Office 
Seniors signups and Information packets available 
at Placement Office. 
you see them on campus : 
Karen Williamson - Set 
school scoring record with 36 
points in one game - averaged 
20 points per game - scored 16 
out of 16 free throws in one 
game, also a record. 
Joy Ewens - Set school 
record of 20 rebounds in one 
game -average 12.5 points per 
game - did outstanding job as 
team captain. 
Terri Noelker - Logged 40 
steals for the season - com-
mitted average of only 2.1 fouls 
per game while playing nearly 
entire 40 minutes of every 
game. 
Jeannette White - Received 
"Most-versatile player 
Award", playing guard. 
forward, and center at various 
times - had 10 or more 
rebounds .in several games 
despite her height disad-
vantage. 
Mila Wallace - Scored 
average 10.7 points per game, 
including one game-high of 18 
points - shot 77 per cent from 
free throw line. 
Cathy Holt - Probably most 
improved player on team -
doubled her rebounding 
average during the season, 
grabbing 11 in victory over 
Evangel. 
Not a bad record for a six-
woman team .. .. congratulations 
again, gang. 
INTRAMURALS 
With intramural competiton 
blooming in the coming weeks, 
much of this future column 
space will report achievements 
in badminton, bowling , riflery, 
archery, horseshoes, track and 
softball. (If any of these sound 
enticing to you, be sure you're 
in touch with your intramural 
rep or the Athletic Office soon! ) 
Basketball competition is in the 
closing stages as four teams 
were eliminated in first-round 
tournament play . 
K.appa Delta, league leader~ 
with a record of 3-0, topped 
Wesley 32-12, with Debbie Bene 
scoring 14 points to spark KB!s 
victory . Zeta Tau Alpha and 
A WS battled it out in a close 
game, with AWS winning 28-23 
after trailing 10-13 at half. 
Bunker of ZT A and Schumacher 
of A WS both scored 10 points in 
that game. 
To top off their weekend 
vacations, TJHA and Crescents 
met head-Qn Monday night, with 
T J winning 37-12_ Sue Paine and 
Donna Tubbesing hit for 16 and 
13 points, respectively , to ac-
count for 29 of TJ 's points. And 
in a low-scoring contest, ABS 
won over WRHA, 12-7. 
Semifinal action continues 
tonight at 9:30 with KD pitted 
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Intramural Basketball Heads Into 
Final Week Of Action 
By BRIAN EDWARDS 
In intramural basketball 
action last week Tech Eng and 
TKE both remained undefeated 
in League I playas they im-
proved their records to H). In a 
fine defensive showing it was 
TKE over Wesley 41-18. Tech 
Eng. easily overran BSU by the 
score of 71-39. In second place is 
Beta Sig with a 4-1 record. TKE 
and Beta Sig clash Feb. 21 in a 
battle for the playoffs. If TKE 
wins it will be TKE and Tech 
Eng representing League I in 
the playoffs. However if Beta 
Sig comes out on top the playoff 
spots will be determined when 
Tech Eng . and TKE meet 
March 1 in their final game of 
the season . Elsewhere in 
Swimming 
News 
By CHRIS COOK 
The University of Missouri· 
Rolla swimming team closed 
out their 1976-77 season last 
weekend at the Panther-Bear 
invitational meet in Springfield, 
Missouri. The three team meet 
consisted of UMR, Southwest 
Missouri State, and Drury 
College. The Miners finished the 
meet in the middle of the pack 
behind the awesome talent of 
Drury College . 
The same 4OO-yard Medley 
Relay that finished 12th in the 
nation last year consisting of 
Richard Erickson, Darrell 
Tayler, Dana Witt and Bill Orr 
won first last Saturday for the 
Miners. Bill Orr railed the 100-
yard freestyle. Relay man, 
Darrlell Tayler picked up 
second in the 100-yard 
breaststroke. The freshman 
work horse, Jeff Sitty, won the 
4OO-yard individual medley. The 
Miners looked super in the 100-
yard butterfly as Dana Witt , 
John Smith , and Mke Norberg 
touched in first, second and 
third respectively. Bradley 
Schreiber captured the 100-yard 
backstroke with Miner team-
mate Richard Erickson on his 
heels to take second. 
The Miners now look forward 
to capturing their fourth straight 
MIAA conference cham-
pionship at central Missouri 
State in Warrensburg on March 
3, 4, and 5. Unless something 
unusual happens, one will see 
another conference champ 
banner hanging at the pool in 
the Multi-Purpose building. 
Top Twenty 
Team Points 
1. San Francisco (34) (23-0) 380 
2. Kentucky (2) (18-2) 245 
3. UCLA (2) (19-3) 241 
4. Michigan 0) (18-2) 156 
5. Louisville (18-3) 145 
6. Marquette 06-3) 144 
7. Nevada-Las Vegas (20-2) 143 
8. Alabama (19-2) 131 
9. Wake Forest 09-3) 125 
10. Arkansas (22-ll 96 
11. North Carolina (1) (17-4) 69 
12. Cincinnati (18-3) 51 
13. Tennessee (17-4) 47 
14. Arizona (18-3) 44 
15. Minnesota 08-2) 39 
16. Providence (20-3) 26 
17. Notre Dame 05-5) 10 
18. Syracuse (19-3) 9 
19. Detroit (2O-ll 8 
20. Clemson (18--4) 7 
League I it was A Phi A edging 
BSU 46-45. 
The race in League II of in-
tramural basketball is an exact 
copy of League L Tied for first 
place is Phi Kap and Sig Ep 
with H) records. Pikers are in 
second place with a 4-1 record; 
their only loss being at the 
hands of Sig Ep. Phi Kap has 
yet to play both Sig Ep and 
Pikers. In last weeks action it 
was Sig Ep victorious over Sig 
Pi 64-22. Phi Kap defeated Delta 
Tau by the score of 47-16 and in 
the only other game it was 
Triangle over Delta Sig 42-33. 
In first and second place of 
League III is MRHA 5-0, and TJ 
5-1 respectfully. Both teams 
came up with a pair of victories 
last week to vault them way 
ahead of the rest of the league. 
Lambda Chi is in third place 
with a 4-2 record. Even though it 
is mathematically possible for 
Lambda Chi to end up tied with 
MRHA and TJ it is highly 
unlikely that they will make it to 
the playoffs. For MRHA to end 
up 5-2 they must lose to both 
Lambda Chi and winless 
Acacia . If Lambda Chi does 
beat MRHA and Kappa Sig and 
TJ loses to KA to put TJ and 
Lambda Chi in a tie T J will still 
go to the playoffs because they 
defeated Lambda Chi earlier in 
the season. In last weeks action 
it was MRHA romping mates 
81-37 and Kappa Sig 41-30. TJ 's 
pair of victories came over 
Kappa Sig 55-40 and Focus 66-47. 
The league leaders in League 
IV is Campus 5-1 in first 
place, ABS 4-1 in second place, 
GDI 3-1, in third place, and Sig 
Nu 4-2 in fourth place. The race 
hasn't developed enough yet in 
League IV to discuss who will be 
going to the playoffs. All teams 
are still very much in the 
running. In games played last 
week Campus Club walloped 
Theta Xi 96-17. Sig Nu easily 
defeated Fela 64-36. 
Sports 
Calendar 
February 26 - Basketball at CMSU 
February 26 - MIAA Conference Wrestling Meet at Warren-
sburg. 
February 28 - Basketball vs. SMS - Home 
March 3,4, 5 - MIAA Swimming Championship at Warrensburg. 
SALE 
N.Y. Graphic prints 20% off 
Framed N.Y. Graphic pictures 35 % off 
Framing-for our 
prints or yours 20% off 
Conservation framing-Custom Framing 
Sale prices good thru Feb. 28 
Decorator's Walk Inc. 
In Forum II by the Gas House 
CAN WE BUILD 
ONE FOR YOU? 
Tues.·Sat 
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME CPE 
. (Factory Air Conditioned) 
Auto Transmission, Power Steering, Power Disc 
Brakes, Air Cond ., Tinted glass, Wheel covers, Radial 
WW Tires, Plus all factory equipment. 
"Special Terms for Graduating Seniors" $4998 Limiled Time 
Only Delivered 
,~' Your Olds Buick-AMC-JEEP Dealer 
i OOTLASS ECK MOTOR CO., INC. 
: NO.1 (S ince 19S1) ~ SELLING I SOO Hwy 63 South ~R R_. M~ 
Open' loa-Sal, 1114 p .m. 
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Tim Kirschbaum of Sigma Pi goes in for a layup In a loss 
to Sigma Phi Epsilon 
(photo by Naeger) 
ZENO'S MOTEL 
STEAK HOUSE 




Martin Spring Dr . 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Most engineering assignments in the Peace Corps 
are for CIVIL ENGINEERS .. in fact, nearly 75 per 
cent of all PEACE CORPS ENGINEERSareinvolved 
in planning and constructing one or more of the 
following : 




Small bridges and 
access roads, 





PEACE CORPS VISTA recruiters have details 
about specific assignments for which YOU may 
qualify. 
March l-Missouri Room, 7 p.m. 
March 2-University Center Lobby 




For ST. PAT's 
Celebration 
With student I.D. 
$1.00 off regular price 
341·2663 1107 Pine Rolla, Mo. 
MISSOURI MINER 
Roper, Wetzel Lead Miners To Third 
By JERRY SMITH 
The Miner matmen captured 
third place in the Washington 
University tournament last 
weekend as they edged out host 
Wash. U. leading the Miners in 
scoring were first place winners 
Dan Roper at 134 pound weight 
class and Larry Wetzel at 150. 
Three other UMR grapplers 
who finished third included 
Uoyd Thompson at 142, Jerry 
Smith at 167, and Randy Ganz at 
190. Topping the Miners were 
Graceland College and Millikin 
College which won first and 
second place respectively. The 
two day tournament consisted 
of ten teams including; UMR, 
UMSL, W.U. William Jewell, 
Graceland, Millikin, Bradley 
Knox , Chicago , and Illinois 
Colleges. 
Rolla fell behind during the 
first days action as a com-
bination of bad draws, poor 
wrestling ,andinjuriesprevented . 
the Miners from obtaining 
many wins. At 118 pound weight 
class Steve German drew a bye 
as did 142 pounder LOYD 
Thompson and 167 pounder 
Jerry Smith . 126 pounder Allen 
Brooks and 158 pounder Rich 
Lawson were both eliminated 
Friday night. Brooks lost two 
matches by falls while Lawson 
was decisioned 8-0 in his first 
round match and suffered a 
knee injury early in his second 
match forcing him to withdraw 
from the tournament. Russ 
Cornett at 177 and Randy Ganz 
lost their first round matches 8-
5 and 9-7 respectively. UMR's 
only wins came from 134 
pounder Dan Roper and 150 
pounder Larry Wetzel. Roper 
put his Wash . U. opponent away 
















Oklahoma 51 . 
Iowa 51. 
Conference Overall 
W L W L 
9 1 18 4 
7 2 13 9 
6 4 16 7 
4 5 11 13 
3 6 13 10 
2 7 8 14 
2 8 8 15 
Conference Overall 
W L W L 
10 3 18 7 
9 4 19 6 
9 4 17 8 
8 5 17 8 
7 6 15 12 
4 9 10 15 
3 10 9 16 
2 11 6 19 
~ ............ . 
: EUROPE via Pan Am 707 : 
Less Ihan '/2 Economy Fare. 
• Call collecl (6-9 pm) (314) 994· • 
• 7744 or see your travel agenl • 
• 60·day advance paymenl. 
• required U niTravel Charlers • 
t.~ ........... .. 
Unisex 
Hairstyling 
Carousel Manor Inn 
We style men 's & 
women 's hair with 




pin while Wetzel won a close 
decision 4-3 over his adversary 
from Bradley College. 
In the second days action the 
Miners came back strong as 
they battled fierciy to make up 
lost ground. In the second round 
of wrestling 118 pounder Steve 
German, 142 pounder Uoyd 
Thompson, and 167 pounder 
Jerry Smith were all defeated 
thus putting them into the 
consulation bracket along 
177 pounder Russ Cornett and 
190 pounder Randy Ganz. 
UMR's only wins came from 
Dan Roper and Larry Wetzel 
again. Roper put on another fine 
showing of his wrestling skills 
as he won his second match in a 
row by a pin , this time in 5:56. 
Wetzel decisioned his Wash. U. 
opponent 6-3. 
in the consulation bracket the 
Miners came on strong as three 
Miner wrestlers came back to 
win third place. Uoyd Thomp-
son at 142, won his first match 
handily by a score of 12-2 and 
his final match 5-0. 167 pounder 
Jerry Smith won his first match 
5-2 and pinned his oppent in the 
final match in 6:01. Randy 
Ganz, 190 pounder, won his 
matches 8-2, and 11-5 respec-
tively. 
In one of Rolla's two cham-
pionship matches Dan Roper , 
134 pounder, capped a first 
place victory by defeating his 
opponent from Chicago 
College 9-2. . In UMR's final 
match of the day Larry Wetzel, 
150 pounder decisioned his way 
to first place 6-3 over Knox 
College. 
UMR and Evangel battle for a rebound in last week's 
game. (photo by Naeger) 
CARRIAGE LOUNGE 
Wednesday, 9:00-1 :00 
Music of Mike Cody 
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 9 :00-1 :00 
DISCO 
No Cover Charge 
Behind the Manor Inn 
PONG·PING 
(or is that ping-pong?) 
Come to Kenmark's 
and find out! 
Xenmark Sporting Goods 
364-3603 900 Pine Rolla, Mo. 
Thursday, February 24, 1977 
Intramural Standing 
Sig Ep 1374.5 
TKE 1218 
PiKA 1182 
Sig Tau 1180.5 
TJ 1155 
Sig Nu 1121.5 
Tech Eng 1097 
Beta Sig 1068.5 
Kappa Sig 1057.5 
Phi Kap 965.5 
KA 856.5 
Theta Xi 828 
MRHA 811 
Lambda Chi 794 .5 
Delta Sig 710.5 
FLA 692.5 
Sig Pi 647.5 
GDI 608.5 
Wesley 598.5 







Pi K Phi 241 





Now Under New Management 
HAPPY HOUR 
Every Mon. Thru Thurs. 
From 6:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m. 
Michelob On Tap 
Downtown Rolla 
Over ABC Bowling lanes 
Open 5:00 p.m.·l:30 a.m. Mon. thru Sat. 
e~~JL~~! 
•• Ask about our FREEl 
With The 
Purchase 
Of A Large 
Soft 
1020 Kingshighway Drink 
.... -
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